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ABSTRACT
We present SAVER, a new memory-error repair technique for C
programs. Memory errors such as memory leak, double-free, and
use-after-free are highly prevalent and fixing them requires significant effort. Automated program repair techniques hold the promise
of reducing this burden but the state-of-the-art is still unsatisfactory.
In particular, no existing techniques are able to fix those errors in a
scalable, precise, and safe way, all of which are required for a truly
practical tool. SAVER aims to address these shortcomings. To this
end, we propose a method based on a novel representation of the
program called object flow graph, which summarizes the program’s
heap-related behavior using static analysis. We show that fixing
memory errors can be formulated as a graph labeling problem over
object flow graph and present an efficient algorithm. We evaluated
SAVER in combination with Infer, an industrial-strength static
bug-finder, and show that 74% of the reported errors can be fixed
automatically for a range of open-source C programs.
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• Software and its engineering → Software verification and
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1

INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen significant progress in automated tools for
static error detection and their deployment in production code [7,
15, 50]. Yet, fixing those errors in practice remains mostly a manual
and unscalable process. The longterm goal of our research is to
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bridge this gap by automating the whole process of finding and
fixing common safety errors at compile-time.
In this paper, we focus on fixing memory errors in C programs
such as memory leak, use-after-free, and double-free. We target
these errors because they are highly prevalent yet difficult to fix.
For example, more than 4,800 memory leaks have been reported
and fixed in Linux kernel [1], far more frequently than other errors
such as buffer overflow. Fixing memory errors manually, however,
is time-consuming and error-prone; even a single error may require
developers to spend several days or months until the error gets
fixed correctly (e.g. [2]). We aim to reduce this burden by achieving
a practical technique for automatically fixing memory errors.
Existing Techniques. Recently, several techniques with similar
goals have been proposed in the program repair community [18,
34, 60] but they suffer from significant drawbacks. On the one
hand, there are techniques that scale to large programs but may
produce unsafe patches. For example, FootPatch [60] is a state-ofthe-art tool that can fix memory leaks in large code bases but may
introduce new errors such as double-free as a side-effect (e.g. see
Section 2.1). On the other hand are tools that guarantee to generate
safe patches but do so at the expense of scalability or repairability.
For example, MemFix [34] can safely fix memory leaks, use-afterfrees, and double-frees but is applicable only to small programs
(<5KLoC). LeakFix [18], another safe fixing tool, is scalable but
limited to fixing simple memory-leaks, having a relatively low fix
rate (e.g. <15% for GNU utilities [34]). All of these shortcomings of
existing techniques make them inappropriate for practical use.
Our Approach. In this paper, we present SAVER, a scalable, precise, and safe technique for automatically fixing memory errors. To
guarantee safety, SAVER uses a sound program verification technique and produces patches only when it is confident that the error
gets fixed without violating other safety conditions. To achieve high
repairability, SAVER supports various fixing strategies, including
conditional deallocation and relocation of pointer dereferences. To
this end, we propose a new representation of the program called object flow graph, which is a labeled graph summarizing the program’s
heap-related behavior using a static heap analysis. The key technical novelty is to formulate the problem of fixing memory errors as
a labeling problem over object flow graph and present an efficient
algorithm for finding correct labels. For scalability, SAVER applies
the aforementioned analysis and verification techniques selectively
and locally. The analysis is selective as it uses expensive abstractions (e.g. path-sensitivity) only when doing so benefits. Also, only
a fraction of the input program is analyzed by effectively slicing
out the program with respect to the target error.
The experimental results show that SAVER is a practical tool,
significantly outperforming existing techniques. We implemented
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int append_data (Node *node, int *ndata) {
if (!(Node *n = malloc(sizeof(Node)))
return -1; // failed to be appended
n->data = ndata;
n->next = node->next; node->next = n;
return 0; // successfully appended
}
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Node *lx = ... // a linked list
Node *ly = ... // a linked list
for (Node *node = lx; node != NULL; node = node->next) {
int *dptr = malloc(sizeof(int));
if (!dptr) return;
*dptr = *(node->data);
(-) append_data(ly, dptr); // potential memory-leak
(+) if ((append_data(ly, dptr)) == -1) free(dptr);
}
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Figure 1: A memory leak error (line 12) and the SAVERgenerated patch (line 16).

SAVER as a stand-alone tool that can be combined with off-theshelf memory-error detectors (e.g. [10, 17, 22, 28, 30, 59, 63, 67]).
In our evaluation, we used Infer [10], a state-of-the-art static analyzer deployed within Facebook [15], which supports memoryleak detection for C programs. For 10 open-source programs (2–
320 kLoC), Infer reported 96 memory-leak errors with 66 false
alarms. SAVER successfully fixed 71 out of the 96 true alarms,
achieving a 74% fix rate, and did not attempt to fix false alarms.
On the other hand, FootPatch [60], the existing state-of-the-art,
fixed 19 out of the 96 memory leaks, leading to a 20% fix rate. In
doing so, FootPatch generated 5 unsafe patches introducing new
double-frees or use-after-frees. FootPatch generated 26 patches
for false alarms as well, of which 25 were unsafe. We also evaluated
the effectiveness of SAVER for fixing use-after-frees and double
frees by conducting case studies with 3 open-source projects in the
wild, where SAVER was able to correctly fix 15 out of 34 errors.
Contributions. This paper makes the following contributions:
• We present a new technique for fixing memory errors. The
key idea is to construct an object flow graph via static analysis and generate a patch by finding correct labels.
• We present SAVER, a practical and publicly available tool
implementing the proposed approach.1
• We demonstrate the effectiveness of SAVER in realistic settings by comparing it with existing state-of-the-arts.

2

OVERVIEW

We illustrate key features of SAVER and how it works.

2.1

Motivating Examples

Example 1. Figure 1 describes a simplified memory-leak error
in the open-source program snort, which can be detected by the
Infer static analyzer [10] with the following error report:
1 https://github.com/kupl/SAVER_public/

struct node *cleanup; // list of objects to be deallocated
struct node *first = NULL;
for (...) {
struct node *new = xmalloc(sizeof(*new));
make_cleanup(new); // add new to the cleanup list
new->name = ...;
...
if (...) {
first = new;
(+)
tmp = first->name;
continue;
}
/* potential use-after-free: `first->name` */
(-) if (first == NULL || new->name != first->name)
(+) if (first == NULL || new->name != tmp)
continue;
do_cleanups(); // deallocate all objects in cleanup
}

Figure 2: A use-after-free error (line 14) and the SAVERgenerated patch (lines 10 and 15).

Object allocated at line 12 is unreachable at line 15.
Global variables lx and ly at lines 9 and 10 are pointers to linked
lists. At line 11, the loop iterates over the list lx. At each iteration of
the loop, a new data object is allocated (line 12) and the data of the
current node is copied to the allocated object (line 14). At line 15, the
function call, append_data(ly, dptr), stores the allocated object
(dptr) in the list ly as its first element. The function append_data
returns 0 if the data is stored successfully (line 6). However, it
returns −1 when the data object fails to be appended to ly (line 3).
A memory leak error occurs in the latter case; when append_data
fails, the object allocated at line 12 becomes unreachable from the
environment at the next iteration of the loop since the pointer
variable dptr gets assigned a newly allocated object.
Given the program snort (320 kLoC) and the error report (such
as the one produced by Infer), SAVER automatically generates the
patch at line 16. It replaces the call to append_data at line 15 by the
conditional statement given at line 16, correctly deallocating the
object (dptr) only when append_data fails to store the object in the
list ly. SAVER does so by inferring the program invariant that the
allocated object (dptr) at each loop iteration becomes unreachable
when append_data returns -1 and thus deallocating the object
under this condition is always safe.
By contrast, FootPatch [60], MemFix [34], and LeakFix [18] fail
to correctly fix the error in Figure 1. In particular, FootPatch produces an unsafe patch by simply inserting free(dptr) after line
15 without checking the return value of append_data, which removes the reported memory leak but introduces a more deadly
use-after-free error (when the elements of list ly are used later).
Safe fixing tools, MemFix and LeakFix, are not scalable or robust
enough to analyze 320k lines of code. Still, they would fail even without these issues because their use is limited to producing patches
without conditionals. Note that the error in Figure 1 is never fixed
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without introducing a new conditional statement. For example, inserting free(ndata) between lines 2 and 3 causes use-after-free in
snort as append_data is called at multiple places where the object
pointed to by ndata is used even when the return value is −1 (e.g.
for printing the error code), which we omitted in Figure 1.

1

p = malloc(1); //o 1

2

if (C)

3
4

Example 2. Figure 2 shows a tricky use-after-free error [3]. Instead of using primitive deallocators (e.g. free), the program uses
the make_cleanup and do_cleanups functions as a special mechanism for memory management. The code maintains a global list
called cleanup, which holds memory objects to be deallocated.
Function make_cleanup is used to append an object to the cleanup
list and do_cleanups deallocates all objects in it.
The use-after-free error occurs as follows. At the first iteration
of the loop, a new object is allocated at line 4 and its address is
stored in the cleanup list by calling make_cleanup(new) at line 5.
Suppose the true branch of the first conditional at line 8 is taken,
where a new alias (first) for the allocated object is made (line 9).
The heap can be depicted as follows:
o1

cleanup

cleanup

new

o1

first

new

cleanup

o1

o2

first

new

cleanup

o1

o2

first

new

Now assume that we take the false branches of both conditionals
at lines 8 and 14 and reach the call to do_cleanups at line 17. Once
do_cleanups is called, both o 1 and o 2 are deallocated as depicted
with the shaded boxes in the right diagram. In addition, the link
from cleanup to o 1 is removed. At the third iteration, suppose we
take the false branch of the conditional at line 8. Then, we reach
the second conditional (line 14) with the following heap:
cleanup

o1
first

o2

o3
new

Since first holds a non-null (dangling) pointer, the right-hand side
of the disjunction is evaluated, where the dereference first->name
causes the program to crash as the object o 1 is already deallocated.
SAVER fixes this error by moving the dereference expression
(first->name) from line 14 to 10, storing its value in a temporary
variable (tmp), and replaces first->name at line 14 by tmp as shown
at line 15. Note that this patch correctly eliminates the use-afterfree error because the pointer first is no longer dereferenced at
line 15 and dereferencing first at line 10 is safe as the object is
not yet deallocated. Note also that moving first->name from line
14 to 10 does not change the meaning of the program. SAVER ensures this by checking that the values of tmp and first->name are
always equivalent in the second disjunct at line 15 regardless of
program executions. Indeed, the SAVER-generated patch in this
case is exactly the same as the developer patch.[3]
The SAVER’s ability to fix such an error is clearly beyond the
reach of the existing techniques. FootPatch, MemFix, and LeakFix attempt to fix memory errors only by inserting or deleting

3, C, o 1

q = p;
else

use

6

*p = 1;

6, C, o 1
free
7, C, o 1

7

free(q);

unreach

5

q = malloc(1); //o 2

(a) Example code

alloc
5, ¬C, o 2
ϵ
6, ¬C, o 2
free
7, ¬C, o 2
unreach

(b) Object flow graph

Figure 5: Example program and object flow graph
deallocators (without conditionals). However, it is impossible to fix
the use-after-free error described above with this strategy because
there is no way to deallocate an unbounded number of objects with
a finite number of primitive deallocators.

2.2

The left and right diagrams show the heap right after lines 5 and 9,
respectively. In each diagram, oi represents the object allocated at
the i-th iteration of the loop. In the second iteration of the loop, a
new object o 2 is allocated and appended to list cleanup, and first
still refers to o 1 as depicted in the left diagram below:

ϵ

entry
alloc
1, true, o 1
ϵ
5, ¬C, o 1
use
6, ¬C, o 1
ϵ
7, ¬C, o 1
unreach
exit

How SAVER Works

Now we overview how SAVER works. Consider the memory leak
error in Figure 5a: the object o 1 allocated at line 1 is not freed
when the false branch of the conditional is taken. To fix the error,
SAVER inserts if(¬C) free(p) before line 7. SAVER generates
the patch with the following three steps.
Step 1: Constructing Object Flow Graph. First, SAVER runs a
static heap analysis to convert the input program into the object
flow graph (OFG) in Figure 5b. A vertex of the OFG represents a
heap object at a certain program point and a path condition. For
example, vertex (6, C, o 1 ) denotes the object o 1 available at line 6
when the true branch (C) is taken during program execution and
(6, ¬C, o 1 ) represents the same object o 1 at line 6 when the false
branch (¬C) is taken. An edge represents the program’s control flow
labeled with events that could occur for the destination object. For
free

example, edge (6, C, o 1 ) → (7, C, o 1 ) indicates that the object o 1 is
freed when it flows from line 6 to 7 under the condition C and edge
ϵ
(6, ¬C, o 1 ) → (7, ¬C, o 1 ) indicates that no events occur for o 1 under
the condition ¬C. This way, the OFG summarizes the behavior of
all heap-allocated objects (both o 1 and o 2 ) in the program.
Step 2: Relabeling Object Flow Graph. Next, SAVER attempts
to fix the error by relabeling the object flow graph. Note that the
memory leak is captured by the red path in the middle of the OFG;
concatenating labels over the path produces the string of events:
alloc · ϵ · use · ϵ · unreach
which indicates that the object o 1 is allocated and used along the
path but it becomes unreachable without being freed. To eliminate
this memory-leak pattern, SAVER replaces the empty label (ϵ) of
ϵ
the edge (6, ¬C, o 1 ) → (7, ¬C, o 1 ) by the free label, producing the
following correct usage pattern of heap objects:
alloc · ϵ · use · free · unreach
Note that it is unsafe to replace the first ϵ by free, as it introduces
a use-after-free pattern, alloc · free · use · ϵ · unreach, which is
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use

ϵ free

unreach
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ϵ free

(c 1 , ev 1 ) and (c 2 , ev 2 ) source and sink, respectively. Memory errors
are specified with five types of events:

free ϵ

unreach

ϵ free

unreach

free

ev 1 , ev 2 ∈ Event = {alloc, free, use, def, unreach}.

(b) Relocating free

(a) Inserting free

ϵ use

use ϵ

(c) Relocating use (dereference)

free

free ϵ

For example, the following memory leak alarm reported by a static
analyzer (e.g., Infer [10])

(d) Deleting free

An object allocated at line 1 is unreachable at line 5
Figure 6: Fixing strategies that SAVER supports

absent in the original OFG. SAVER supports four types of labeling
strategies: inserting frees, deleting frees, and relocating uses and
frees. Figure 6 shows example applications of these strategies for
eliminating error patterns. For example, SAVER uses the strategy
(relocating use) in Figure 6c to fix the use-after-free error in Figure 2.
Step 3: Generating a Patch. The last step is to generate the
free

patch, if(¬C) free(p), from the newly labeled edge (6, ¬C, o 1 ) →
(7, ¬C, o 1 ). The patch location is between lines 6 and 7. The conditional expression (¬C) of the patch comes from the path condition
of the destination object. The pointer expression p comes from the
points-to information which is supposed to be associated with each
vertex but omitted for simplicity in this example.

3

APPROACH DETAILS

The high-level idea described in Section 2.2 is simple but implementing it for real programs is not straightforward. In this section,
we describe our approach in detail, explaining what technical issues arise and how we address them. The first issue is efficiency. In
reality, errors often span multiple paths and we need to find a set
of labeling operations from a large search space. In Section 3.2, we
explain this issue and present an algorithm based on space reduction and pruning. Also, Section 3.1 describes our design choices for
cost-effective heap analysis. The second issue is safety. Ensuring
safety requires exact reasoning about program semantics. However,
any static analysis results are inexact, so care is needed when relabeling object flow graph (Section 3.2) and transforming the result
into actual patches (Section 3.3).
Program and Error Report. Let us first define programs and
error reports, which are given as input to SAVER.
The first input to SAVER is a program P represented by a control
flow graph (C, ,→, c e , c x ), where C denotes the set of program
points, ,→ ⊆ C × C is the set of flow edges, and c e and c x are the
entry and exit points of the program. A program point c ∈ C is
associated with a command, denoted cmd (c):
cmd → x := y | x := ∗y | ∗x := y | alloc(x ) | free(x ) | assume(b)
b →x =n | x ,n | x =y | x ,y
A command is either copy (x := y), load (x := ∗y), store (∗x :=
y), heap allocation (alloc(x )), deallocation (free(x )), or assume(b)
where b denotes a branch condition. Although we consider a simple
pointer language without functions for presentation, SAVER works
in interprocedural settings and supports the full C language.
The second is an error report R = (c 1 , ev 1 , c 2 , ev 2 ), where c 1
and c 2 are program points and ev 1 and ev 2 are events. We call

is represented by (1, alloc, 5, unreach). Note that ev 1 and ev 2 determine the error type: memory leak, double-free, and use-after-free
are represented by (c 1 , alloc, c 2 , unreach), (c 1 , free, c 2 , free), and
(c 1 , free, c 2 , use/def), respectively.

3.1

Step 1: Constructing Object Flow Graph

The first step of SAVER is to construct an object flow graph by
statically analyzing the heap-related behavior of the program.
Static Heap Analysis. As object flow graphs play key roles in
our approach, we have carefully designed a static heap analysis that
can generate precise object flow graphs in practice. The key design
decisions are path-sensitivity and heap abstraction. When fixing
an error, it is important to isolate the error path from the normal
execution paths. To this end, we developed a path-sensitive analysis
that uses relational invariants as the path information and merges
them selectively for scalability. Also, dynamic data structures such
as linked lists are used extensively in real-world C programs. To
accurately distinguish the memory objects stored in data structures
from those outside, we represent each heap object by a pair of its
allocation-site and variables that must point-to the object.
The abstract domain of the analysis is defined as follows:
A
s
π
σ
l
h
a

∈
∈
∈
∈
∈
∈
∈

D
State
PC
Store
Loc
Heap
AllocSite

=
=
=
=
=
=
⊆

C → P (State)
PC × Store
P (Var × {=, ,} × (Var + Z))
Loc → P (Heap)
Var + Heap
AllocSite × P (Var)
C

A domain element A ∈ D is a finite table that maps each program
point to a set of reachable states. A state s = (π , σ ) ∈ State at
program point c ∈ C consists of a path condition (π ∈ PC) and a
store (σ ∈ Store). The path condition π is a collection of branches
that have been taken up to the program point c, where a single
branch denotes a relation between two variables (or a variable and
a number). The store σ is a map from locations to heap objects,
representing the may-point-to information. A location l ∈ Loc is
either a variable or of a heap object. We represent a heap object
h ∈ Heap by its allocation site (AllocSite) and a set of must-point-to
variables (P (Var)).
The aim of the static analysis is to compute a least fixed point
(lfpF ) of the semantic function F ∈ D → D defined as follows:
 [

F (X ) = λc.fc
X (c ′ )
c ′ ,→c

where fc : P (State) → P (State) is the transfer function at c:
fc (S ) = {( fcPC (π ), fcStore (σ )) | (π , σ ) ∈ S }.
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We update path conditions by fcPC : PC → PC as follows:
fcPC (π )







=







π ∪ {b}
π \ Kill(π , x )
π \ Kill(π , x )
π

···
···
···
···

cmd (c) = assume(b)
cmd (c) = x := y
cmd (c) = x := ∗y
otherwise

where Kill(π , x ) = {(x ′, _, x ′′ ) ∈ π | x = x ′ ∨x = x ′′ } ∪ {(x ′, _, n) ∈
π | x = x ′ } denotes the relations that are killed. We update stores
by fcStore as follows:


fcStore (σ ) = Tc ϕc (σ )|reach(ϕc (σ ))
which first computes the effect of the command (ϕc : Store →
Store), projects the stores on the reachable locations (i.e. reach(σ ) =
lfp(λR.Var ∪ {l ∈ σ (l ′ ) | l ′ ∈ R})), and renames the locations in
F
stores (i.e., Tc (σ ) = (l,H ) ∈σ [τc (l ) 7→ {τc (h) | h ∈ H }] where
each location is updated by τc : Loc → Loc). Stores are updated as
follows:









ϕc (σ ) = 










σ [x →
7 {(c, {x })}]
σ [x →
7 σ (y)]
S
σ [x →
7
{σ (l ) | l ∈ σ (y)}]
weak

σ [Sx 7→ σ (y)][Wx 7→ σ (y)]
σ

···
···
···

cmd (c) = alloc(x )
cmd (c) = x := y
cmd (c) = x := ∗y

···
···

cmd (c) = ∗x := y
otherwise

where Sx = {(a, X ) ∈ σ (x ) | x ∈ X } is a set of strong-updatable
locations and Wx = σ (x ) \ S is a set of weak-updatable locations,
weak

and σ [X 7→ Y ] and σ [X 7→ Y ] mean strong and weak updates to
locations X , respectively. The variables in objects are updated by
τc ((a, X )) =

 {(a, X \ {x })}

 {(a, X \ {x } ∪ {x | y ∈ X })}


 {(a, X )}

···
···
···

cmd (c) = alloc(x ) or x := ∗y
cmd (c) = x := y
otherwise

where we assume τc does not remove x from X when (a, X ) was created by ϕc when cmd (c) = allocx. When the location is a variable,
we define τc (x ) = {x }.
Object Flow Graph. Let A = lfpF be the result of the static heap
analysis. From the program P = (C, ,→, c e , c x ) and the analysis
result A, we construct an object flow graph. An object flow graph
G = (V , E, M, Λ) consists of four components:
V ⊆ C × PC × Heap,
M ∈ V → P (Exp),

E ⊆ V ×V,
Λ ∈ E → Event ∪ {ϵ }

where V is the set of vertices, E is the set of edges, M maps vertices
to points-to expressions, and Λ denotes the labels of the graph.
We generate the vertices V as follows:
V = {(c, π , h) | c ∈ C \ {c e , c x } ∧ (π , σ ) ∈ A(c) ∧ h ∈ range(σ )}
∪ {(c e , true, ⊥), (c x , true, ⊥)}
A vertex is a triple (c, π , h) of a program point (c), a path condition
(π ), and a heap object (h). At each program point c ∈ C, we consider
every reachable state (π , σ ) and generate a vertex (c, π , h) for each
accessible heap object h (i.e. h ∈ range(σ )). Also, V includes two
special vertices: the entry (c e , true, ⊥) and exit (c x , true, ⊥) of the
object flow graph, where true means the empty path condition and
⊥ a dummy heap object.

Edges E are generated based on the abstract semantics of the heap
analysis. That is, E includes ((c 1 , π1 , h 1 ), (c 2 , π 2 , h 2 )) if (c 1 , π1 , h 1 )
generates (c 2 , π 2 , h 2 ) during the analysis:
c 1 ,→ c 2 ∧ π 2 = fcPC
(π 1 ) ∧ h 2 = τc 2 (h 1 ).
2
In addition, E includes edges from the entry (c e , true, ⊥) to the vertices without predecessors and from the vertices without successors
to the exit (c x , true, ⊥).
The map M associates each vertex (i.e., heap object) with the
pointer expressions that may evaluate to the object:
M ((c, π , h)) = {e ∈ Exp | (_, σ ) ∈ A(c) ∧ h ∈ [[e]](σ )}.
where Exp is the set of finite access paths (i.e., Exp = {x, ∗x | x ∈
Var} for our language) and [[e]] : Store → P (Heap) is the evaluation
function for pointer expressions defined as follows:
[
[[x]](σ ) = σ (x ), [[∗x]](σ ) =
{σ (l ) | l ∈ σ (x )}.
The map Λ labels the graph with events:
Λ((c 1 , π1 , h 1 ), (c 2 , π 2 , h 2 )) =
alloc
if cmd (c 2 ) = alloc(x ) ∧ h 2 = (c 2 , {x })





free
if
cmd
(c 2 ) = free(x ) ∧ x ∈ M ((c 2 , π 2 , h 2 ))





def
if
cmd
(c
2 ) = ∗x := y ∧ x ∈ M ((c 2 , π 2 , h 2 ))


use
if cmd (c 2 ) = x := ∗y ∧ y ∈ M ((c 2 , π 2 , h 2 ))





unreach
if (c 2 , π2 , h 2 ) = (c x , true, ⊥)



otherwise
 ϵ (empty event)
The edge ((c 1 , π 1 , h 1 ), (c 2 , π2 , h 2 )) is labeled as alloc if c 2 is the command that allocates the heap object h 2 (that is, cmd (c 2 ) is alloc(x )
and h 2 is pointed to by the variable x). We label the edge as free if
c 2 may deallocate the heap object h 2 . In our implementation, we
distinguish may-free and must-free events to more precisely check
the safety of patches in the next subsection but here we omit this
detail for simplicity. Labels def and use are given when the heap
h 2 is defined or read, respectively. Finally, the edge gets the label
unreach when the heap h 2 is no longer accessible.

3.2

Step 2: Relabeling Object Flow Graph

The second step of SAVER is to relabel the object flow graph
G = (V , E, M, Λ) so that the reported error R = (c 1 , ev 1 , c 2 , ev 2 )
is eliminated with the new labeling.
Error Paths. We first need to convert the error report to a set of
c1 and V c 2 be the vertices
error paths on the object flow graph. Let Vev
ev 2
2
in G that correspond to the source (c 1 , ev 1 ) and sink (c 2 , ev 2 ) of the
error report, respectively:
c1
Vev
= {v ∈ V | v = (c 1 , _, _) ∧ ∃v ′ .(v ′, v) ∈ E ∧ Λ((v ′, v)) = ev 1 }
1
c2
Vev
= {v ∈ V | v = (c 2 , _, _) ∧ ∃v ′ .(v ′, v) ∈ E ∧ Λ((v ′, v)) = ev 2 }
2

Let Paths(G) be the set of all paths in G. Given a path p = e 1 · · · en
(a sequence of edges), we write Λ(p) for Λ(e 1 ) · · · Λ(en ) (the concatenation of labels). The set of error paths, EP (G, R), is as follows:
c1
c2
ev 1
EP (G, R) = {p ∈ Paths(G) | (p0 , p⊣ ) ∈ Vev
× Vev
∧ Λ(p) ∈ R ev
}
1
2
2

where p0 and p⊣ denote the destination points of the first and last
ev 1
edges of p, respectively, and R ev
denotes the set of strings over
2
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events that represent the error specified by the source and sink
ev 1
events. For each error type, we define R ev
by regular expressions:
2
alloc
R unreach
= alloc(use | def) ∗ unreach
free
R free
= _∗ free_∗ free_∗
free
free
R use
= R def
= _∗ free_∗ (use | def)_∗
alloc
The meaning is intuitive. R unreach
describes memory leak patterns:
a memory leak error occurs if an allocated object becomes unreachfree and R free (or R free ) describe
able without being deallocated. R free
use
def
double-free and use-after-free patterns, respectively.

Labeling Operators. We relabel the graph with labeling operators. A labeling operator is a function that transforms the label map
(Λ) of the object flow graph. Labeling operators have four types:
freee+ (Λ) = Λ{e 7→ free}
freee− (Λ)
freee{1,e2 (Λ)
usee{1,e2 (Λ)

= Λ{e 7→ ϵ }

if Λ(e) = ϵ
if Λ(e) = free

= Λ{e 1 7→ ϵ, e 2 7→ free}

if Λ(e 1 ) = free ∧ Λ(e 2 ) = ϵ

= Λ{e 1 7→ ϵ, e 2 7→ use}

if Λ(e 1 ) = use ∧ Λ(e 2 ) = ϵ

The freee+ operator replaces the label of edge e by free if e has the
empty label (ϵ). The freee− operator removes the free label of e. The
freee{1,e2 and usee{1,e2 operators move the free and use labels from
e 1 to e 2 , respectively. We assume the labeling operators act as an
identity function if the conditions (given on the right-hand side)
are not met. Given a set O = {o 1 , . . . , on } of labeling operators,
we write O(Λ) for the new label map obtained by applying every
labeling operator oi to Λ: i.e., O(Λ) = (o 1 ◦ · · · ◦ on )(Λ).
Finding Labeling Operators. Our goal is to find a set O of
labeling operators that can remove the error paths in the original
object flow graph. Let G ′ = (V , E, M, O(Λ)) be the object flow
graph whose labels are replaced by O. We need to find O with the
following properties:
(1) The reported error does not appear in G ′ : i.e., EP (G ′, R) = ∅.
(2) No new errors, which are absent in G, are introduced in G ′ .
(3) O is semantics-preserving; fixing an error does not cause
the program to behave differently in normal execution.
Algorithm. Our algorithm to search for the labeling operators
O satisfying the three conditions is given in Algorithm 1. Given
the object flow graph G and error report R, the algorithm produces
a set C of all possible solutions, where a solution corresponds to
a set of labeling operators meeting the conditions. The algorithm
uses a worklist W that is a set of pairs; each pair (O, S ) consists
of a solution candidate O and a search space S. The search space
is initialized at line 2, where InitSearchSpace(G, R) determines the
set of search spaces that are appropriate for fixing the error R. At
line 4, we pop a work item (O, S ) and remove it from the worklist.
We relabel the graph G with the current solution O (line 5) and
generate the new graph G ′ . If G ′ does not contain the error R (line
6) we include O in in the solution set C (line 7). At line 9, we reduce
the search space by pruning out labeling operators in S that become
unsafe under the new labeling (G ′ ). When the resulting search space
S ′ is empty (line 10), the algorithm moves on to other work items
(line 11). Otherwise, it selects an operator o from S ′ and branches
on o by adding new items (O ∪ {o}, S ′′ ) and (O, S ′′ ) to the worklist.

The algorithm repeats the procedure until the worklist becomes
empty or hits a predefined time limit. Below, we describe the two
key components: InitSearchSpace and Safe.
We initialize search spaces based on the error type. Recall that
we have four types of labeling operators: freee+ , freee− , freee{1,e2 , and
usee{1,e2 . When R = (c 1 , ev 1 , c 2 , ev 2 ) indicates a memory-leak (i.e.,
ev 1 = alloc, ev 2 = unreach), we use freee+ and freee{1,e2 , meaning
that we attempt to fix memory leaks by inserting or relocating
deallocation statements. We fix double-free errors by removing
deallocation statements (freee− ). For use-after-free errors, we attempt to relocate statements that deallocate or use the target object
(freee{1,e2 , usee{1,e2 ). Formally, InitSearchSpace is defined as:
InitSearchSpace(G, (c 1 , ev 1 , c 2 , ev 2 )) =
ML , S ML }

{Sfree
if ev 1 = alloc ∧ ev 2 = unreach

+

free{


DF
 {S − }
if ev 1 = free ∧ ev 2 = free

free


 {S UAF{ , S UAF{ } if ev 1 = free ∧ (ev 2 = use ∨ ev 2 = def)
use

free
ML , S ML , S DF , S UAF , and S UAF are search spaces
where Sfree
+
use{
free{
free{
free−
for memory leak (ML), double-free (DF), and use-after-free (UAF):
ML
+
Sfree
+ = {freee | e ∈ E ∧ Λ(e) = ϵ ∧ e ∈ EP (G, R)}
ML
{
Sfree
{ = {freee 1,e 2 | e 1 , e 2 ∈ E, Λ(e 1 ) = free ∧ Λ(e 2 ) = ϵ∧
e 1 < EP (G, R) ∧ e 2 ∈ EP (G, R)}
DF
−
Sfree
− = {freee | e ∈ E ∧ Λ(e) = free ∧ e ∈ EP (G, R)}
UAF
{
Sfree
{ = {freee 1,e 2 | e 1 , e 2 ∈ E, Λ(e 1 ) = free ∧ Λ(e 2 ) = ϵ∧

e 1 ∈ EP (G, R) ∧ e 2 < EP (G, R) ∧ e 1 { e 2 }
UAF
Suse
{

= {usee{1,e2 | e 1 , e 2 ∈ E, Λ(e 1 ) = use ∧ Λ(e 2 ) = ϵ∧
e 1 ∈ EP (G, R) ∧ e 2 < EP (G, R) ∧ e 2 { e 1 }

When defining these search spaces, we do not consider operators
that are irrelevant to the current error report R. For example, when
fixing a memory leak error (c 1 , alloc, c 2 , unreach) by inserting a
deallocation statement (freee+ ), the location (e) must be contained
in the error paths EP (G, R). Thus, we exclude all the freee+ operators
from the search space whose location (e) is on the outside of the
error paths. We apply similar rules for other error types too.
The Safe(G, o) predicate checks whether the new labels of G
obtained by applying the labeling operator o to G introduces no
new errors (safe) or not. We check this safety of a labeling operator
based on graph reachability. Let E ev be the edges of G whose labels
are equivalent to ev, { be the reachability relation for G (e 1 { e 2
iff e 2 is reachable from e 1 ), and E 1 ⪯dom e and E 1 ⪯postdom e be the
facts that the edge set E 1 collectively dominate and post-dominate
the edge e, respectively.
Then, we define Safe(G, o) for each type of o. When inserting
a deallocation statement (o = freee+ ), we check if doing so does
not introduce new double-free or use-after-free errors. This safety
condition can be expressed as follows:
∀e ′ ∈ E free ∪ {e}.e ′ ̸ { e ∧ ∀e ′ ∈ E free ∪ E use ∪ E def .e ̸ { e ′ .
When o = freee− , we need to ensure that no memory leak errors are
introduced: E free ⪯dom e ∨ E free ⪯postdom e When o = freee{1,e2 , we
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Algorithm 1 Finding Labeling Operators
Input: Object flow graph G and error report R
Output: A set C = {O1 , . . . , On } of sets of labeling operators
1: C ← ∅
2: W ← {(∅, S ) | S ∈ InitSearchSpace(G, R)}
3: repeat
4:
((O, S ),Wrest ) ← pop a work item from W
5:
G ′ ← O(G)
▷ relabel G with O
6:
if EP (G ′, R) = ∅ then
▷ R does not appear in G ′
7:
C ← C ∪ {O}
▷ add O to C as a solution
8:
end if
9:
S ′ ← {o ∈ S | Safe(G ′, o)} ▷ prune out unsafe operators
10:
if S ′ = ∅ then
11:
W ← Wrest
12:
else
13:
(o, S ′′ ) ← pop a labeling operator from S ′
14:
W ← Wrest ∪ {(O ∪ {o}, S ′′ ), (O, S ′′ )}
15:
end if
16: until W = ∅ or timeout
17: return C
check the condition:
(E free ∪ {e 2 } ⪯dom e 1 ∨ E free ∪ {e 2 } ⪯postdom e 1 )∧
∀e ∈ (E free \ {e 1 }) ∪ {e 2 }.e 1 ̸ { e 2 ∧
∀e ∈ E free ∪ E use ∪ E def \ {e 1 }.e 2 ̸ { e 1
where the first line ensures the absence of memory leak, the second
line checks double-free, and the third line guarantees no double-free
and use-after-free errors are introduced. (In the above conditions,
our implementation distinguishes may-free and must-free events
for more precise safety guarantees, which is omitted here for simplicity.) Finally, when o = usee{1,e2 , we need to ensure that no useafter-free errors are introduced (∀e ∈ E free .e ̸ { e 2 ) and relocating
use does not cause the program to have different semantics:
(∄e ∈ E def .e 2 { e ∧ e { e 1 ) ∧ e 2 ⪯dom e 1
We check the semantics-preserving property by ensuring that no
definitions exist between e 1 and e 2 and e 2 dominates e 1 .
Note that our algorithm produces a set C of solutions such that
each solution O ∈ C consists of labeling operators of the same type.
For example, a single O does not contain both freee+1 and freee−2 . We
made this design choice because this single type restriction does
not impair the repairability of our algorithm too much but improves
its efficiency significantly. Without this restriction, even unsafe operators may become safe as the algorithm progresses. For example,
ϵ

consider the path v 1 −
→ v 2 −−−→ v 3 , where the operator free+(v ,v )
1 2
is unsafe at the moment but it becomes safe when free−(v ,v ) is
2 3
allowed later. Thus, we should consider all the possible combinations of the labeling operators in each search space, which can be
avoided with the restriction as unsafe operators never become safe.

3.3

free

Step 3: Generating a Patch

The last step of SAVER is to generate a patch from the set C of
labeling operator sets produced by Algorithm 1. When C = ∅,
SAVER fails to fix the error and report that failure. Otherwise, we
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consider each operator set O ∈ C and try to convert it to a patch.
When the conversion is successful, SAVER returns the resulting
patch as its final outcome. If O is not convertible, we move on to
the next candidate O ′ ∈ C. If no operators in C are convertible,
SAVER fails to generate a patch.
Next, we describe how to convert a set O of operators into a patch.
Basically, we convert each labeling operator in O into a conditional
deallocator using the path condition and expression obtained from
the object flow graph. We explain the detail depending on the
type of operators in O. Suppose O = {freee+1 , . . . , freee+n }. We first
partition O based on program points using the equivalence relation:
freee+i ∼ freee+j ⇐⇒ dest (ei ) = dest (e j )
where dest (_, (c, _, _)) = c extracts the destination program point
from the given edge. Let Q be the set of all equivalence classes
associated with corresponding program points:
Q = {(dest (e), O ) | O ∈ O/∼ ∧ freee+ ∈ O }
where O/∼ denotes the quotient set of O by ∼. Now, we convert
each partition (c i , O i ) ∈ Q into the conditional deallocator:
if(πi ) free(expi )
and put it at the program point c i of input the program. The path
condition πi is collected from the object flow graph as follows:
_
πi =
πj
(_, π j ,_) ∈Vi

where Vi is the set of the destination objects, i.e., Vi = {v | freee+ ∈
O i ∧ e = (_, v)}. We choose an safe expression expi from the map
M of the object flow graph such that expi may point to the objects
in Vi but never points to other objects at c i :
\
[
exp ∈
M (v) ∧ exp <
M (v)
v ∈Vi

Vi′ \Vi

where Vi′

is the set of all objects available at c i whose path conditions are compatible with πi : Vi′ = {(c i , π ′, _) ∈ V | πi ∧
π ′ is satisfiable}. If no expressions satisfying the condition are available, the current partition (c i , O i ) is not convertible and so is O.
Other cases are simpler because we do not need to synthesize
the expression (expi ). When O = {freee−1 , . . . , freee−n }, we take the
same steps described above to obtain πi for each partition (c i , O i )
but in this case we insert if(¬πi ) free(expi ) at c i after deleting
the deallocation statement originally located at c i . Here, we reuse
the expression expi of the original deallocator.
When O = {freee{,e ′ , . . . , freee{,e ′ }, we take similar steps but
1

1

n

n

partition O with the following equivalence relation:
freee{,e ′ ∼ freee{,e ′ ⇐⇒ dest (ei ) = dest (e j ) ∧ dest (ei′ ) = dest (e j′ )
i

i

j

j

which results in the partitions Q = {(c 1 , c 1′ , O 1 ), . . . , (c n , c n′ , O n )}.
We convert each (c i , c i′, O i ) into a patch by removing the original
deallocator at c i , inserting if(¬πi ) free(expi ) at c i , and inserting
if(¬πi′ ) free(expi ) at c i′ . Here the path conditions πi and πi′
are obtained with respect to c i and c i′ , respectively, in a similar
way described above. The expression expi comes from the original
deallocator at c i . When O = {usee{,e ′ , . . . , usee{,e ′ }, we similarly
1

1

n

n

compute Q = {(c 1 , c 1′ , O 1 ), . . . , (c n , c n′ , O n )}. For each (c i , c i′, O i ),
we obtain the path conditions πi and πi′ and generate a patch by
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replacing the load command x := ∗y at c i by if(πi ) x := t else
x := ∗y with a fresh variable t, and put if(πi′ ) t := ∗y at c i′ .

3.4

Improving Scalability

The core algorithm described so far is able to generate expressive
yet safe patches but is not applicable to large programs. In practice,
we use two techniques to improve its scalability.
Slicing. We slice the input program with respect to the given
error report R = (c 1 , ev 1 , c 2 , ev 2 ). We use this technique to reduce
the cost of applying SAVER in interprocedural settings. Let f src
and f sink be the functions that contain the source(c 1 ) and sink(c 2 )
program points. We first find the function f parent that is the nearest
common caller of f src and f sink on the call-graph of the program.
The function f parent becomes the entry point of the SAVER’s heap
analysis, slicing out all functions in the program that are unreachable from f parent . Often, the resulting sliced program is not small
enough to be analyzed. Thus, we use a pre-analysis (a contextsensitive and flow-insensitive points-to analysis) to further slice
out the functions that do not have side-effects on the heap objects
that have dependencies on the objects specified by the error report
R. We also slice out large recursive functions as well, which are
expensive to analyze but doing so provides little precision benefit. In place of the functions sliced out, we use the result of the
pre-analysis to preserve the soundness of the heap analysis. For
example, SAVER starts from f parent with the pre-analysis result.
Selective Path-Sensitivity. It is well-known that applying
expensive abstractions selectively is critical for obtaining costeffective static analysis [24, 25, 35, 45, 46]. In our case, we apply
path-sensitivity of the static heap analysis only when doing so
is likely to improve the final fix rates. To support selective pathsensitivity, we modify the definition of the semantic function F as
follows:
  [

F (X ) = λc.merge fc
X (c ′ )
c ′ ,→c

F
where merge(S ) = { S ′ | S ′ ∈ (S/mergable)} partitions the
states S and merges each partition into a single state with the
equivalence relation mergable ⊆ State × State. When two states
((π 1 , σ1 ), (π 2 , σ2 )) are joined, the path-condition is generalized (i.e.,
π1 ∩π 2 ) and the points-to information is combined (i.e., σ1 ⊔σ2 ). We
define two states are mergeable if they are equivalent with respect
to (1) the set of null-pointing-variables, (2) the set of variables pointing to aliased objects, and (3) the set of pairs of return variables and
their values. We designed these three criteria since they capture
the key features of program executions related to memory errors
and help to analyze normal executions precisely while merging
erroneous paths. The first feature describes a set of variables only
pointing to null, which captures execution paths along which a
pointer is nullified or failed to be allocated. The second feature
indicates whether objects are appended to a data-structure such
as lists or not. The third feature is to distinguish between states
with different return values which are usually used as a signal of
memory errors.
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4

EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate SAVER. The main objective is to see how
effectively SAVER can fix memory errors in practice and compare it
with existing techniques (Sections 4.1). In addition, we discuss the
importance of the techniques for improving scalability (Section 4.2).
All experiments were done on a virtual machine running Ubuntu16.04 with 4 virtual CPUs and 32GB memory, powered by Intel Core
i7-7700 processor.
Implementation. We implemented SAVER as a stand-alone tool
in 5,400 lines of OCaml code. We used the front-end of Infer [23],
which translates C programs into an intermediate representation
(called SIL). We used 1-CFA for the pre-analysis in Section 3.4 and
full context-sensitivity (except for recursion) for the heap analysis
in Section 3.1. For common memory-related standard libraries (e.g.
memcpy, strdup), we used hand-crafted models to consider their
effects during the heap analysis. Modeling library functions did not
require significant effort. We modeled 14 standard library functions,
10 of which could be simply modeled in terms of the malloc, free, or
exit functions. We wrote the body of the remaining 4 library functions. Other static approaches [18, 34, 60] also require hand-crafted
models. For example, FootPatch [60] uses the models provided by
Infer. We set the timeout of Algorithm 1 to 10 minutes.
The implementation of SAVER is safe in principle. Our implementation of the static heap analysis in Section 3.1 and pre-analysis
in Section 3.4 supports the full intermediate language and its semantics. Note that inaccurate (incomplete) heap analysis or pre-analysis
may cause lower fix-rates but they never harm safety. Similarly,
using the optimization techniques in Section 3.4 may cause lower
fix-rates but never harm safety. Other implementation choices do
not affect safety too. Context-sensitivity and timeout only affect fixrates. The library models capture all relevant heap-effects. Nonetheless, SAVER might produce unsafe patches due to the following
issues. Our heap analysis assumes that unknown procedure calls
(e.g., library calls without modeling) returns arbitrary value without
side-effects. The analysis also ignores low-level pointer arithmetics
that break the typical assumptions of a simple memory model. Also,
the front-end of Infer may fail to handle some functions due to
engineering issues. These are potential sources of unsafe patches,
though we observed no such cases in experiments.

4.1

Effectiveness for Fixing Errors

Recall that our original motivation is to combine SAVER with static
bug-finders, so that errors are not only found but also fixed automatically. To demonstrate this, we used the memory-leak detector
of Infer [10, 23], an open-source tool deployed within Facebook,
and compare SAVER and FootPatch [60] in this context. We used
Infer-0.9.3, since FootPatch is implemented on top of it.
Setup. We used 10 open-source C programs shown in the first
column of Table 1. The three programs (rappel, Swoole, and lxc)
came from [60] since they were used for evaluating FootPatch regarding memory leaks. In addition, we collected 7 benchmarks from
GitHub. We searched programs such that 1) Infer produces no build
errors and 2) reports at least 1 true positive and <100 total alarms
(for ease of manual inspection). We also tried to collect benchmarks
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Table 1: Comparison of SAVER and FootPatch on fixing memory leaks detected by Infer. For each program, #T and #F denote
the numbers of true and false alarms (i.e. error reports) produced by Infer, respectively. Pre(s) reports the time taken by the
pre-analysis of SAVER(pre-analysis is run only once and its result is shared by every error fix). Fix(s) reports the total time
taken by each tool in attempting to fix the reported errors. The patch statistics are given in columns G, ✓, △ and ✗, where
the subscripts T and F indicate whether the result is for true or false alarms, respectively. G: # of generated patches. ✓: #
of successful patches that fixed errors (without introducing new errors). △: # of incomplete patches that are safe but fail to
completely fix errors. ✗: # of unsafe patches that introduce new errors.
Infer
Program
rappel (ad8efd7)
flex (d3de49f)
WavPack (22977b2)
Swoole (a4256e4)
lxc (72cc48f)
p11-kit (ead7ara)
x264 (d4099dd)
recutils-1.8
inetutils-1.9.4
snort-2.9.13
Total

kLoC
2.2
22.3
31.2
43.0
49.9
62.9
73.2
92.0
116.9
320.8
814.4

#T
1
3
1
15
3
33
10
10
4
16
96

#F
0
4
2
3
5
9
0
11
5
27
66

SAVER
Pre(s)
2.2
26.3
44.6
88.5
230.6
646.2
144.3
144.1
44.8
2372.0
3743.6

Fix(s)
0.0
2.5
22.1
10.1
5.8
288.8
9.9
44.4
2.5
216.0
602.1

GT
1
0
0
11
3
24
10
8
4
11
72

from diverse domains: network (inetutils), text-processing (flex,
recutils), multimedia(WavPack, x264), and security (p11-kit, Snort).
Running Infer on those 10 programs produced a total of 162
alarms. We manually classified the alarms into 96 true and 66 false
positives. Then we (automatically) converted each alarm into an
error report for SAVER. We included false positives as well in our
evaluation, because we assume a use case of repair tools in combination with static bug-finders in an end-to-end way without requiring
humans to classify static analysis alarms into true or false.
When running Infer, we enabled the --headers option to analyze header files as well. Without this option, Infer skips translating
headers into IR, which results in imprecision and increases false
alarms. This is why the number(18) of alarms for Swoole in Table 1
is less than that(20) reported in [60].
In Table 1, we compared SAVER with FootPatch only, since
other tools, MemFix [34] and LeakFix [18], were not scalable or
robust enough to analyze the benchmark programs. MemFix did not
terminate for the benchmark programs except for rappel, for which
it successfully fixed the reported error. LeakFix also ran on rappel
but produced no patches. For other programs, LeakFix produced
runtime errors. We ran FootPatch in its global mode [60] to allow
it to discover more patch candidates from the entire program. We
obtained FootPatch from its public website.2
For each patch generated by SAVER and FootPatch, we manually checked whether the patch fixed the target error correctly.
For true alarms, we say a patch is correct (✓T ) if it removes the
reported memory-leak alarm completely (e.g. fixing all memory
leaks between the source and sink points specified by each alarm)
and introduces no new errors. If the generated patch introduces
a new error, we counted it as unsafe (✗T , ✗F ). The remaining case
(i.e., the patch is safe but fails to fix the error completely) is counted
as incomplete (△T ).

✓T
1
0
0
11
3
24
10
8
4
10
71

△T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

✗T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

GF
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

✗F
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Fix(s)
8.9
51.0
67.9
392.5
179.6
566.4
426.9
662.2
182.1
4636.4
7173.9

GT
1
0
0
9
0
8
2
3
0
3
26

✓T
1
0
0
7
0
7
2
2
0
0
19

△T
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
2

✗T
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
3
5

GF
0
1
2
1
1
2
0
0
0
19
26

✗F
0
1
2
1
1
2
0
0
0
18
25

Result. Table 1 shows the experimental results. For the 96 true
positives, SAVER generated 72 patches. Among them, 71 were correct and fixed errors completely, leading to a 74% fix rate (71/96).
One key contributor to this high fix rate was the ability to generate conditional patches. For example, all of the correct patches for
snort-2.9.13 involve conditional.
It is notable that SAVER generated no patches for false alarms.
This is mainly because SAVER aims to ensure the patch safety;
in most cases, SAVER naturally fails to “fix” false alarms because
otherwise it needs to find a way to modify a program that is already
correct without introducing errors, which is much more challenging
than transforming an incorrect program into correct one.
Meanwhile, FootPatch generated 26 patches for true alarms, 19
of which were correct, leading to a 20% fix rate (19/96). The remaining 7 patches were classified into 2 incomplete and 5 unsafe ones
(introducing use-after-frees or double-frees). For the 66 false alarms,
FootPatch generated 26 patches where 25 were unsafe. Note that
most of the false alarm patches are unsafe, implying that “fixing”
false alarms correctly is challenging in practice and a practical tool
needs to ensure safety to avoid it. In total, FootPatch generated
52 patches for all 162 (true and false) alarms and 30 (58%) of them
were unsafe and introduced new errors.
Each of SAVER and FootPatch generated one incomplete patch.
SAVER failed to completely fix an error in snort-2.9.13. Consider
the following simplified situation:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

2 https://github.com/squaresLab/footpatch

FootPatch [60]

int f(void *p) {
if (...) return 0; // memory leak
if (...) return -1; // memory leak
return 0; // no memory leak }
int g(void *p) {
x = f(p);
// Objects pointed by `p` are used
/* SAVER: if(x==-1) free(p); */ }
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of 20 errors by moving free or use statements and 4 of 14 double-free
errors by deleting frees.

Table 2: Effectiveness for use-after-frees and double-frees.

Program
lxc
p11-kit
grub
Total

Avg.
kLoC
44.5
57.2
292.5
394.2

Time(s)
3448.3
2732.5
1273.2
7454.0

UAF
#C
8
2
10
20

✓
4
1
6
11

DF
#C
6
2
6
14

Limitations. Our evaluation also identified one major limitation of SAVER: SAVER often fails to fix errors when they are involved in custom allocators or deallocators. For example, consider
the following code snippet describing a double-free in lxc:

✓
0
2
2
4
1
2

where the function f can return 0 with and without memory
leaks. To fix this, SAVER inserted a conditional patch, if(x==-1)
free(p), at the end of g, which partially eliminates the memory
leak error but some leaks still remain. In this case, it would not be
possible to fix the memory leak completely without modifying the
body of f so that the normal and erroneous paths are distinguished
by the associated return values.
FootPatch generated one incomplete patch for each of recutils1.8 and p11-kit because of its simple fixing strategy. For example, the
buf_new function in rectuils-1.8 allocates a base object whose field
is also allocated by buf_new, both of which cause memory leaks.
However, FootPatch inserted a single deallocator for the base object and thus failed to free its field object. By contrast, SAVER identified both leaky objects and generated a correct path by inserting
multiple deallocators.
Use-After-Free and Double-Free. We also evaluated the effectiveness of SAVER for fixing use-after-frees and double-frees. For
this evaluation, we used 34 error reports manually collected from
open-source projects. We could not use automated bug-detectors
for this evaluation because Infer detected no errors but only produced false alarms for our benchmarks and we could not find other
alternative tools publicly available. We collected the error reports
from projects that contain at least one "use-after-free" (UAF) and
"double-free" (DF) keywords in their commit messages in GitHub.
We identified lxc and p11-kit in the memory-leak benchmarks, and
additionally collected grub from GNU projects, which had relatively many UAF/DF commits. We collected all error commits from
each project and manually generated 34 error reports by inspecting
commit messages or fixes by developers.
For each report, we ran SAVER on the version of the program
where the corresponding error commit was made, and manually
checked whether a patch fixed the target error correctly. For some
commits, we could not use their exact versions because they did
not always succeed in building. In those cases we tried to address
the build errors by modifying the source codes or injecting the
error in question into another commit version without build issues.
If this attempt failed to resolve the issues, we instead identified
submodules containing relevant parts to the error of each program
and compiled only these submodules.
Table 2 shows the experimental result. Avg. kLoC reports averaged LoCs across collected commit versions in a repository. Time(s)
reports total time taken in attempting to fix (including the preanalysis of SAVER) the errors in each project. The number of error
commits from each project is given in column #C. For the 34 useafter-frees and double-frees, SAVER correctly fixed 15 errors (a 44%
fix rate) in total without introducing new errors. SAVER used three
strategies for fixing those errors. For use-after-frees, SAVER fixed 11

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

void put_ctx(ctx *ctx) {
... // some side-effect
free(ctx); // freed here
}
void clone_payload(struct s* s){
put_ctx(s->init); // second_call
}
...
init = s->init;
put_ctx(init); // first call
clone_payload(s); // double-free

The function put_ctx is a custom deallocator that has a side-effect.
It is first used at line 10 to deallocate the object pointed to by
init and then called again at line 11 in the body of the function
clone_payload. Because s->init and init are aliases, a doublefree occurs at the second call. However, it is not possible to safely
fix this error by removing frees, for example, at line 3 because
doing so introduces memory leaks. It is also not possible to remove
the second call to put_ctx because it changes the meaning of the
program (because the side-effect is also removed). Therefore, such
an error cannot be fixed safely with the current fixing strategies of
SAVER. This was the most frequent failure pattern (accounting for
more than 60%) in Table 2.

4.2

Effectiveness of Techniques for Scalability

We found that the techniques for improving scalability (Section 3.4)
are critical components of SAVER. In particular, the slicing technique reduced the cost dramatically. For example, snort-2.9.13 (the
largest benchmark) has 7,469 functions but it is sliced to a small
program with 14 functions (99.8% reduction) by the technique. Also,
the technique for selective path-sensitivity was essential for achieving high fix rates. Figure 7 compares the fix rates of SAVER (after
slicing) with and without our merge heuristic, where Full, Sel,
and Non represent SAVER with full path-sensitivity, selective pathsensitivity, and path-insensitivity, respectively. The results show
that ours (Sel) performs the best among the three modes, striking
a good balance between precision and cost. Overall, Sel achieves
higher fix rates than Non and Full, since Non is imprecise and
Full often fails to generate patches within the time limit. This is because our selective path-sensitive analysis works in a cost-effective
way; it achieved about 97% of the precision of full path-sensitivity
with <6% of its cost.

4.3

Threats to Validity

In our evaluation, we used 11 open-source programs but they may
not be representative or are not enough to objectively evaluate the
performance of error repair tools. Our evaluation focused on comparing SAVER with FootPatch regarding memory leaks. However,
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Figure 7: Fix rates with different path-sensitivities

these two tools are incomparable in general, as FootPatch supports
other types of errors such as null dereference and SAVER supports
use-after-free and double-free.

5

RELATED WORK

Automated Program Repair. Automated program repair techniques have received an increasing amount of attention from the
software engineering community in the last decade [19, 43]. We
compare our work with a few major approaches below.
Existing repair techniques can be classified as general-purpose or
special-purpose, depending on whether they are designed to fix any
kinds or specific kinds of errors. SAVER is a special-purpose technique that focuses on fixing memory errors such as memory leak,
use-after-free, and double-free. Other specialized techniques focus
on safety policy violations [61], buffer/integer overflows [11, 52],
null dereferences [16, 40, 66], concurrency errors [4, 27, 36] and energy bugs [6], among others. In particular, Weimer [61] presented a
technique similar to ours to generate a patch for temporal safety violations, such as resource leaks and API misuses. Conceptually, the
technique is also applicable to memory errors. However, applying
the technique to memory errors in practice would require nontrivial efforts to extend the algorithm to consider policies of multiple
objects simultaneously, which is essential for fixing memory errors.
Techniques for localizing, mitigating, and fixing memory errors
have been studied extensively as well [9, 13, 18, 20, 34, 49, 55–
57, 60, 65, 69]. Among them, the directly related to ours are FootPatch [60], MemFix [34], and LeakFix [18]. FootPatch is a scalable
technique that fixes pointer safety errors such as memory leaks
and null dereferences by applying local reasoning based on separation logic. However, FootPatch does not ensure safety and may
introduce new errors as it checks the patch correctness against
the given error report only. MemFix uses a sound static analysis
to always generate safe patches but it suffers from low scalability.
LeakFix is also a safe fixing tool based on data flow analysis but
it focuses on simple patches. Furthermore, FootPatch, MemFix,
and LeakFix are unable to produce conditional patches, inherently
failing to fix diverse errors in practice. To our knowledge, SAVER is
the first technique for memory errors that achieves high scalability
and repairability without compromising on safety.
General-purpose repair techniques [29, 31, 32, 37, 39, 41, 42, 44,
53, 62, 64] are in principle able to repair all types of errors. Most of
these are test-based techniques, which use test cases to verify the
correctness of the generated patches (some techniques use program
verification [33], metamorphic testing [26], or contracts [47], but

a majority of approaches are based on test cases). General repair
techniques are classified into generate-and-validate [29, 37, 39, 62]
and semantics-based approaches [31, 32, 41, 42, 44]. Generate-andvalidate approaches use search algorithms such as genetic programming [62] to explore the space of candidate patches until it
finds one that passes all test cases and accelerate the search process using machine learning [39] or fix templates [29]. Semanticsbased approaches [31, 32, 41, 42, 44] formulates the patch problem as a constraint satisfaction problem by executing the program
symbolically and solves the problem with SMT solvers. Although
these approaches are general, they are unlikely more effective than
special-purpose techniques for specific errors. For example, Xu et
al. recently showed that a specialized technique can be significantly
more effective general-purpose techniques for fixing null pointer
exceptions [66]. Furthermore, general test-based techniques are
inappropriate for fixing memory errors because memory leaks, for
example, cannot be fully specified by the input-output test cases.
Also, test-based techniques are inherently unsafe as the test cases
cannot be a complete specification [38, 48, 54, 68, 70]. Bavishi et
al. [8] recently presented a synthesis-based technique for fixing
static analysis violations, which is general but does not guarantee
the patch safety.
Compile-time Memory Management. Compile-time memory
management techniques [5, 12, 51, 58] are similar to our work in
that they automatically insert memory deallocation statements in
the program. For example, Tofte and Talpin [58] and Aiken et al. [5]
presented region-based memory management techniques for functional languages to reduce the cost of garbage collection. Shaham
et al. [51], Cherem and Rugina [12], and Guyer et al. [21] present
static analysis techniques for compile-time memory management
for Java. Dillig et al. [14] presented a technique for automating
resource management (e.g. network socket) in Java. However, the
primary goal of these techniques is to optimize performance (e.g.
reducing space consumption) in garbage-collected languages such
as Java and ML. In contrast, our focus in this paper is on fixing
errors in programs written in unsafe languages.

6

CONCLUSION

Fixing memory errors is tricky because new and more deadly errors
are easily introduced. In this paper, we proposed a new technique
that can safely fix such errors in a scalable and precise way. To
this end, we proposed a new repair algorithm based on object
flow graphs. We implemented the technique as a stand-alone tool,
SAVER, and evaluated its effectiveness with the Infer static analyzer. For open-source programs, SAVER was proven to be effective
in combination with Infer; it was able to safely fix 74% of the
memory-leak errors detected by Infer, demonstrating that this
combination can be actually useful in practice.
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